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rendered, was conferred npon them. During the following years
we hear of them again and again, especially in 913,1 918,2
921.3 923,4 924,5 which, is a fartker confirmation of our
hypothesis.
After their appointment they seem to have been in con-
tinuous contact with the court till 923. Perhaps the dismissal
of the Vizier Ibn al-Furat in 924-5, after his third term of
office, accounts for the silence of the sources following 923
on the subject of this firm, whose patron and most important
" client" he was. On the other hand, we are explicitly
informed that " they were not dismissed until their deaths *%a
but the latter may have taken place about this time. In any
case, al~Muqtadir*s reign must be considered as the period
in which these activities took place.
We may now attempt to determine the nature of these
operations.
2.    the activities of the jewish bankers
If we describe as bankers tnose whose profession it is to
administer, procure, and supply money,7 we are indeed
entitled to count Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amra-m
1	Tan., ii, 85 ;   TFttz., 81.
2	"Anb, 74.
3	J/iffi:., 79.   The privileged position of Aaron b. Amram. at court can
also be seen from the fact that he appears in the inner palace, as related in
Miak., 79 (reproduced in 'Arib* 91), in connection with the trial of al-Hallaj,
as one of the usual visitors.   Cf. the story of Ibn Zanji, apod L. Massignon,
Quatre tejstes inedUs reUctifa d la biagraphie d*ca-HaBaj, Paris, 1914, p. 9
L. Massignon,  La,   Passion  d'al-jBdUaj,   p. 266.    Uroxn   this   passage   it
follovs, indeed, that Aaron b. Ai-nrg.™ was in charge of the state-prisoner
al-9allaj«   Cf. L. Massignon, L'influence, etc., p, 3.   Cf. Misi., 128, where
Aaron b. Amram and his son (^jlJL^Ll)  are to be fonnd in the residence
of the Vizier al-Khaqani.
*	JfcfwJb., 112.
5 Misle., 128, where Aaron b. Amram appears together with his son.
*	Vide Tan., ii, 85. "We shall see further on that after the death of the two
principals their sons and grandsons took over the affairs.    In the sources
they are called " representatives " and " heirs ".
Weber, Gnmdriss der Sozialdka-nomik II.    Wirtsdhaft tend
1922, pp. 92-3.

